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� Wrote and released VPH grating substrate specification.  Responses are due 11 December.  

� Sent laser milling specification and a sample of slitmask material to US Laser for
determination of best laser system and a preliminary quotation.

� Based on the large polarization phase delay for the LLNL coatings, and the likely large phase
delay for any beamsplitter coating for a NIR-Vis dichroic, we have decided to change the
polarizing beamsplitter E-O axis to the fold axis to make the polarimetry insensitive to the
coating.  This may reduce polarimetric S/N at high tilt angles where the E and O beams will be
unequal, but this can be minimized by careful weighting in reduction.

� Did a ghost analysis on the optical system.  The in-focus ghosts are the known "pupil ghosts"-
double reflections in the etalons or the gratings, and a "conjugate ghost" corresponding to a
double reflection off the detector and the rear face of the slitmask.  Upon consultaion with other
MOS experts, we find that this is a known issue, but that such ghosts have not been a problem on
other MOS's.  No out-of-focus ghosts resulting from reflections off the detector appear to be a
problem at the 10-5 level.

� Worked with Alan Schier on the optical mounting and alignment sensitivity analysis.  He has
sent to UW three sets of Monte-Carlo runs, with progressively tighter tolerances.  Based on an
image analysis of these runs, the mounting tolerances will be tight, but doable.  At least a few of
the most sensitive tolerances will be "beyond the knee" in the cost curve.  We are currently
identifying these tolerances.

� Based on a comment from Dartmouth, we are considering reducing the grating density of the
1400 l/mm to roughly 1300 l/mm.  This would reduce the resolution gap between the 900 and
1400 l/mm gratings, and provide for H$ - H" coverage to redshift 0.15.

� Received a ROM quote for low-birefringence CaF2 from Saint-Gobain.  Based on this, we
estimate the total PFIS blank costs to be $110,000.  This is comparable to the PDR estimate.

Mechanical

� The design of the filter mechanism has begun and is progressing well. We have increased the
number of filters to be held in the mechanism to 20. The design has changed somewhat from the
PDR design in that we have elected to go to a moving magazine to reduce the number of
actuators and to keep the mechanism more compact. The magazine, which is mounted on a stage
alongside the camera and will slide out next to the dewar. Sensible arrangement of filters will
ensure minimal possible envelope protrusion. The actuators have been selected and we are



currently working on the sliding baffles that will keep the magazine sealed as it moves. 

� In the last two weeks we have also had a kick-off meeting with Design Concepts, who will be
doing the detailing and drafting. They have started detailing the waveplate mechanism, and will
continue with the slitmask and grating mechanisms, which are all fully specified in documents
on the web (http://www.sal.wisc.edu/PFIS/docs/html/subsystems/3130.html). MS will be
meeting with them on a weekly basis to ensure a smooth flow of information between SAL and
Design Concepts. 

Control

� Finished mechanism-level user interface panels. Next: science mode panels. 

� Spent (a lot of) time pursuing the control plan for the grating rotation. A satisfactory solution
has now been reached, which will allow us to use a considerably more inexpensive rotation stage
than was baselined at PDR.

� Worked with IKO on the control of the grating magazine.  We determined that we could use an
IKO driver, not controller, in our system. 

� Star tracker: worked on packaging and operations issues. Concern: will star tracker be
separately switched (AC)?  SALT will need this before PFIS arrives.  A possible solution is to
implement a hardware reset line. Worked on firmware Neutrino porting and booting issues. 

� SALT telescope pointing software: worked with Gerhard on the idea of supplying our
astrometric kernel to SALT.  This would be a significant cost savings over hiring another
contractor to produce this code.  Procured a compiler tool for Windows to produce compiled
libraries to SALT. They will take the lead in marrying the compiled C code to LabVIEW VIs.
Concern: this is unscheduled and unbudgeted work.  Must minimize effect on PFIS 

� Management items: worked with UW purchasing to clarify language in Design-Concepts
contract. Purchase order for start of work has gone out. 

� More phase-4 schedule work, misc. web-site maintenance.

Management

� Continued to tweak the detailed phase 4 (fabrication and test) schedule.   The finish date is now
shown as June 21 2004, which is consistent with packing, shipping, and a receive date at SAAO
of September 2004.  Structure fabrication is now the critical path. 

Etalons  (Ted Williams and Chuck Joseph)

� The Rutgers Effort to acquire and test the Fabry-Perot Etalons is proceeding on schedule and
within budget.  The etalons were ordered in the first quarter of 2002 and Rutgers expects
delivery in late December or early January.  The standard aluminum faceplates on the etalons



will be replaced by stainless steel ones that are half as thick.  This change was necessary to
minimize the optical path within PFIS.  There should not be any difficulties associated with the
new faceplate design.  However, should an unforeseen operational problem materialize, the
agreed upon fallback position is to return to the aluminum faceplates and adjust the PFIS optical
bench to accommodate the thicker faceplates.

� As noted in the October report, Rutgers has developed a test apparatus for evaluating etalons. 
Although Rutgers has a copy of the Labview Software package, we will be purchasing a new
version with automatic upgrades to remain compatible with Wisconsin's software.

� We have begun weekly telecons with the Wisconsin group.  A number of design issues and 
general approaches to pneumatic translators, operating software, and instrument safety have been
discussed.  Rutgers has completed a draft of a spread sheet detailing the manpower and financial
resources required for each activity.  The data are provide on a per month bases.  In addition, we
have created a corresponding Gantt chart associated with each activity.   Wisconsin and Rutgers
have agreed on the use and management of additional Rutgers machine shop services, which
extend beyond the scope of the FP insertion hardware.  Mike Smith, the Wisconsin ME has
begun a dialog with the Rutgers machine shop foreman.

� The Rutgers and Wisconsin MEs continue working issues, including software compatibility.  In
addition, Williams and the Rutgers ME are actively developing the design of the etalon slide
mechanism. 

� Once the etalons arrive and are evaluated the final selection of the filter set will be made.  

Outstanding Action Items:
� Cost to Complete information on the RU portion of the effort to UW.
� The effort required for the software to drive and test the etalons needs to be defined.

Activities for the next month

� Mechanism designs:
finish filter mechanism design
work with RU on etalon mechanism design
work with SAAO on detector mechanical interface

� Optics
order grating substrates
issue camera/ collimator blank RFP's
develop slitviewer RFP

� Control
continue wiring diagram design
high level observation mode user interface

� Detectors
finish updating ICD

� Management
Optimize Phase 4 detailed schedule




